You have unique needs.

“I need the ability to instantly lockdown my classroom in the event of an emergency.”

The CO-220 allows you to:
- Initiate immediate local lockdown with a remote fob
- Verify door status with LED visual indicator

“Around here, lost keys and turnover are a big concern.”

The CO Series allows you to:
- Issue PIN codes, fobs or cards
- Easily add and delete users
We designed the CO Series to address them.

“We run two shifts. I need to restrict when employees can access the building.”

With the CO-200 and CO-250 you can:
- Control who has access where and when*
- Program time zones, holidays and auto unlocks*

“Our facility has sensitive areas. I want the ability to review who gained access.”

The CO-200 and CO-250 allow you to:
- Retrieve audit trails from the lock*
- Review who requested access and when*

* These features require access control software
Versatile

CO Series locks offer a wide variety of options, so it’s easy to find the right solution for any facility.

**CO-100**
- Manually programmed, keypad only, with user rights stored on the lock
- Options include hardwire remote release and occupancy indication
- Outdoor use option

**CO-200**
- Computer or manually programmed with user rights stored on the lock
- Occupancy indication option

**CO-220**
- Computer or manually programmed with user rights stored on the lock.
- Classroom security lock features remote fob for instant local lockdown and an illuminated visual indicator on interior escutcheon.

**CO-250**
- Computer programmed with user rights stored on the magnetic stripe card
CO Series

electronic locks from Schlage

Class
- CO-100
- CO-200 (shown)
- CO-220
- CO-250

Readers
- Keypad
- Proximity
- Proximity + keypad
- Magnetic stripe (swipe)
- Magnetic stripe + keypad (swipe)

Chassis
- Cylindrical
- Mortise
- Mortise deadbolt
- Exit Trim

Images shown are not to scale.

Functions
- Classroom/storeroom
- Privacy
- Office
- Classroom security

Levers
- Athens
- Boardwalk
- Broadway
- Latitude
- Longitude
- Rhodes
- Sparta
- Tubular

Finish options
- 605 Bright brass
- 606 Satin brass
- 612 Satin bronze
- 643e Aged bronze
- 619 Satin nickel
- 625 Bright chrome
- 626 Satin chrome
- 626AM Satin chrome with antimicrobial

www.allegion.com/us
Reliable

CO Series locks are tested to the highest standards in the industry, including:

- ANSI/BHMA A156.25 and ANSI/BHMA Grade 1
- UL 294
- UL 10C
- ADA

Compatible

Save money with the CO Series by leveraging existing hardware.

Cylinders
Accommodates many common brands and types of Conventional, Full Size Interchangeable Cylinders (FSIC) and Small Format Interchangeable Core (SFIC) cylinders.

Exit Device Compatibility
Compatible with a wide range of rim exit devices from Von Duprin, Falcon and other manufacturers, as well as several popular Von Duprin surface vertical rod, concealed vertical rod/cable and mortise devices.

Credentials
The CO Series is compatible with many different brands of proximity cards. For customers with an installed base of iButtons®, a combo proximity keyfob with iButton® option is available to make transitions easy.
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